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 quilt     craft     cook    create Benjamin Franklin Mystery Quilt 
 

Boy’s Nonsense Block ,  
having been slightly modified 

Ben grew in the atmosphere of a Puritan home, helping 

his father a candle-maker. He learned life’s lessons: one 

day when he was seven, his father’s friends filled his 

pockets with coins. On the way to the toyshop, Ben 

came across a boy with a captivating tin whistle. Ben 

gave him all of the change he had in his pocket! When 

Ben got home, he annoyed everyone in the house with 

his tooting! His family teased he had paid too much for 

the whistle--four times its worth! Furious, Ben never 

played that whistle again but penned the phrase “giving 

too much for the whistle”... 

Supplies 
 

rotary cutter, 6 x 24-inch ruler, rotary cutting mat 

sewing machine and matching thread  

scraps cut to the sizes below 

spray starch or sizing (not necessary, but helpful) 
 

1/4-inch seams throughout; press seams in the direction that creates the least bulk; press seams opposite. 
 

Cutting: 
 

Blue scrap 1:         1  4 1/2-inch square A 
 

Red scrap 1:         1  5 1/4-inch square, cut twice on the diagonal (x) to make 4 B triangles 

Red scrap 2:         1  5 1/4-inch square, cut twice on the diagonal (x) to make 4 B triangles  
 

Beige scraps:         4  2 by 16-inch strips, from 4 different fabrics, that will make 4 C units   

                                    when sewn, cut, and trimmed 
 

Blue scrap 2         1  5 1/4-inch square D 

Blue scrap 3            1  5 1/4-inch square D 
 

Constructing the block: 
 

Sew together the 4 Beige scraps 2 by 16-inch strips, pressing seams in one direction. Cut the 

strip into 4 3 1/4-inch strips. Center the middle seam on your cutting mat and trim each unit to  

6 1/4-inch wide. The C unit will measure 3 1/4 by 6 1/4-inch.  
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scrap 
3 1/4   

inch 
Make 4 C units 

center here 

trim here trim here 
sew and press strips cut strip set 

(trim to measure 6 1/4-inch) 

             for B cut                            
squares as shown 

12-inch square finished (12 1/2-inch unfinished) 

Set aside 


